Electrostatic interactions in sperm whale myoglobin. Site specificity, roles in structural elements, and external electrostatic potential distributions.
The electrostatic free energy contribution to the stability of sperm whale ferrimyoglobin was evaluated according to the static accessibility modified Tanford-Kirkwood model. The electrostatic free energy contribution of each distinct structural element was divided into one term arising from interactions between it and other elements (interelemental) and another from interactions within the particular element itself (intraelemental). At pH 7 the majority of the terms were found to be stabilizing. The interelemental terms are the dominant ones for most structural elements. The small interelemental terms of the C and D helices are compensated by large intraelemental interactions which stabilize these short helices. Perturbations in pH can be accommodated by the structural elements through a redistribution of stabilizing and destabilizing interactions. The electrostatic potentials calculated at the surface of the protein indicate that the internal compensation of local potentials achieved during folding results in a generally neutral protein-solvent interface save for two distinct areas of nonzero potential. The accessibility of each charged atom to solvent was analyzed in terms of the surface area lost to charged, polar and nonpolar atoms separately. The net solvent accessibility lost parallels closely that lost to nonpolar atoms alone, indicating a specific role for nonpolar atoms in defining dielectric shielding of charged atoms, aside from their participation in the well-known hydrophobic interactions.